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Landing system Advantages

Disadvantages

Comparison to Sky-Crane landing system
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Airbag

• Simple and cheap
• Inaccurate and unstable Use of thrusters increases the weight
• No dust interference • Low weight capacity
capacity and increases the accuracy of the
• No simultaneous
• No soft landing
landing location.
engine kill
• Avoids trenching

Figure 1: Airbag
landing system
(Mulnix, 2021).

Legged lander

• Accurate
• Soft landing

Figure 2:
Zhurong and its
legged lander
(Ye, 2021)
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Unstable
Lower weight capacity
Trenching
Dust interference
Simultaneous engine
kill

Thruster positioning increases weight
capacity and stability, avoids trenching
and dust landing on rover solar arrays
after landing.

This project simulates the final descent and
landing phase, thus includes:
• Derivation of the equations of motion for
the two body Sky-Crane problem.
• Dynamic modelling of the system using the
equations of motion in state-space form.
Using x position and phi angle from
directly below the Sky – Crane as variables.
• Design and tuning of a control system to
follow an input trajectory, while making
adjustments for wind as well as
performing an obstacle avoidance
manoeuvre.

The x error control loop consists of:
• +/- sum block: to calculate error
• x selector: to isolate the x input
• x PID controller: controller constants changed to
increase response to x input

Wind is the
superposition of:
• Long period sine
wave
• Short period sine
wave
• Constant term

This is the plant state space equations:
• The input is the sum of the force outputs from the x
and phi PID controllers as well as the wind force.
• The output is the system response
The phi error control loop consists of:
• +/- sum block: to calculate error from 0.
• phi selector: to isolate the phi input
• x PID controller: controller constants changed to
increase response
• Bias gain: to increase the bias over the phi force input

The trajectories are:
1. Simple manoeuvre
2. Obstacle avoidance
manoeuvre

Scenario 1
This scenario consists of a step input which is used find some initial x PID controller values.

Scenario 2

Scenario 4

Scenario 3
This scenario includes:
• Simple trajectory
• No wind based disturbances

This scenario includes:
• Simple trajectory
• Wind based disturbances

Key observations:
• Modifications only made to
the x PID controller
• Largest deviation from input x
is 4.9 meters.
• There is a cumulative x error
of 172.85
• The closest point of approach
is 13 meters
• Largest deviation in phi is 9.4°.
• There is a cumulative phi error
of 247.77

Key observations:
• Modifications both the x and phi
PID controllers as well as the
bias gain
• Largest deviation from input x is
4 meters.
• There is a cumulative x error of
211.73
• The closest point of approach is
13 meters
• Largest deviation in phi is -9.4°.
• There is a cumulative phi error
of 428.89

Scenario 5
This scenario includes:
• Avoidance manoeuvre trajectory
• No wind based disturbances
Key observations:
• Modifications both the x and
phi PID controllers as well as the
bias gain
• Largest deviation from input x is
2 meters.
• There is a cumulative x error of
149.20
• The closest point of approach is
2 meters
• Largest deviation in phi is 13.9°.
• There is a cumulative phi error
of 487.46

• The state space equations derived provided a suitable
model. Inaccuracies arise when large angles are
subtended due to small angle approximations made in
conversion to state space form. The system
requirements of +/- 15° for phi limits this error.
• The control system is capable of following a trajectory
and has been insulated against some input disturbances,
this is done by:
§ Designing the control system to minimise the x
position error as well as the phi angle error
from directly below the rover.
§ Tuning the control system using scenarios of
increasing difficulty. First a simple trajectory,
then the wind and obstacle avoidance are tested
separately, finally the two are tested together.

This scenario includes:
• Avoidance manoeuvre
trajectory
• Wind based disturbances
Key observations:
• No modifications are required
• Largest deviation from input x is
3.5 meters
• There is a cumulative x error of
168.93
• The closest point of approach is
0.5 meters
• Largest deviation in phi is -14.3°.
• There is a cumulative phi error
of 494.61

• The force input to the plant model showed large amplitude oscillations with erratic
periods. This input is proportional to the mass flow rate. As fuel is a finite resource,
investigations can be carried out to optimise fuel consumptions whilst maintaining
the requirements.
• The control system is designed around a linear model. To accurately test the
control system a non-linear model can be built within SIMULINK, which will replace
the plant block, to achieve a more accurate representation of the dynamics.
• The control system only accounts for disturbances in x and phi, while negating the
effects of the vertical axis y, as well as the z. Increasing dimensional accuracy could
include:
§ Equations of motion including the effects of rover dynamics on vertical
axis derived and control system developed to mitigate y error.
§ Under the assumption of no coupling between angles of deviation in x
and z axis, the x axis equations of motion and control system can be
recycled, and simply inverted into the new axis.
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Figure 3: Sky – Crane landing system (Potter, 2021)

